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INTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on the ventilation requirements and related safety issues of long road transalpine
tunnels. Exemplary tunnels referred to in the present paper are major transalpine tunnels such as the
Gotthard road tunnel (Switzerland, 16.9 km), the Fréjus-Tunnel (Italy/France, 12.9 km), the Mont-Blanc
tunnel (Italy/France, 11.6 km), the Gran San Bernard tunnel (Italy/Switzerland, 5.8 km), the San
Bernardino tunnel (Switzerland, 6.6 km) and the Pfändertunnel (Austria, 6.9 km, double bore).
The technical challenges in this field are multifold, as the ventilation equipment must be capable to
satisfy both normal and emergency operation requirements under adverse boundary conditions like
strong meteorological and barometric pressures differences and important buoyancy effects in the
tunnel bore itself and the ventilation shafts. Long transalpine single bore tunnels with bidirectional
traffic – which were the choice of the last century because of the high excavation costs at that time –
are most often equipped with a false ceiling and integrated smoke extraction dampers, whereas for
modern, safe and competitively TBM-excavated double bore tunnels with unidirectional traffic costeffective longitudinal ventilation systems and point extraction facilities can be an alternative.
In emergency conditions, an extremely important issue is air velocity control in the vicinity of the fire to
avoid uncontrolled smoke propagation. Mainly three different systems are used for this purpose:
1) Jet fans
2) Saccardo nozzles
3) Air injection in or extraction from ventilation sectors away from the fire (full transverse system
required)
Another key-issue of tunnel ventilation regards the control-system: It must ensure safe and reliable
operation and must guarantee fast and efficient closed loop regulation algorithms to give the user, in
case of emergency, a fair chance of survival.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The following Table 1 summarizes some typical boundary conditions of long transalpine tunnels. Apart
from the important length of these structures and their often impressive underground ventilation
facilities with long shafts connecting them to the exterior, high temperatures differences between the
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tunnel ambiance and the exterior as well as strong barometric pressure differences between the tunnel
heads are striking features.
Length of “long” transalpine tunnels

from 6 km to 17 km

Altitude above seal level

up to 1900 m (Gran San Bernard)

Vertical height between heads typically

50-150 m

Slope

up to 2.4% (Mont Blanc over 2.8 km)

Coverage

up to 2500 m (Mont Blanc)

Difference between internal and external
temperature

15-30 K

Barometric pressure differences between heads

up to +/- 900 Pa (Mont Blanc)

Length of ventilation segments

2-5 km

Shaft lengths

up to 850 m (San Gotthard)

Traffic volumes

2 to 6 million vehicles per year

Table 1: Typical boundary conditions
Statistical distributions of barometric pressure differences are shown in Figure 1. One may note that
during the major part of the time and for all three considered tunnels (Gotthard, Fréjus, Mont Blanc)
positive differences prevail, which induce in the tunnel bores airflows from the north to the south.
Taking the case of the Gotthard tunnel, a 500 Pa pressure difference induces airflow with a velocity of
about 5 m/s.
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Figure 1:

Statistical distribution of barometric pressure differences for some transalpine tunnels and
exemplary European pressure situation.

These pressures differences originate from the fact that the alpine mountain chain behaves like a
barrier dividing northern and southern Europe into two distinct meteorological areas. Especially
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tunnels with a very high coverage exceeding 2000 m are therefore exposed to this effect, whereas
tunnels such as the Gran San Bernard with a reduced coverage of only up to 700 m are less affected.
Strong buoyancy forces are also typical for long road tunnels and are due to high temperature
gradients between the inside and outside. In fact, the tunnel air is heated by three main sources:
geothermal heat, power dissipation of the vehicles (exhaust gas and molecular friction) and heat
dissipation of the equipment (lighting etc.). Temperature differences of 30 K are common and induce a
pressure difference of about 120-140 Pa per each 100 m of vertical height between the heads.

SANITARY VENTILATION
Evolution of requirements
During normal tunnel operation the ventilation system must cover the fresh air requirements to keep
the air quality within acceptable limits. In Europe, the air quality is mostly monitored in terms of
visibility and CO-concentration; however, in France NO2 surveillance is additionally required. Owed to
the continuous improvements of vehicle exhaust gas quality – due to catalysts, dust filters and
optimized internal combustion processes – the fresh air need has decreased drastically over the past
two decades by a factor of 8-10 (Figure 2, Figure 3).

Figure 2: Evolution of truck CO-emissions [1]

Figure 3: Evolution of truck visibility impact [1]

As a practical example of this reduction, the cross sections of the existing and the recently finished
second bore of the Pfändertunnel in Austria are compared in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The section of the
fresh air duct has been reduced more than twice; although the existing bore back in 1982 had to deal
with only 6600 vehicles/day, to be compared to 31’500 vehicles/day nowadays in the new bore.
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Despite of these impressive improvements, any further reduction of the fresh air needs will be sooner
or later bounded by a non engine-related visibility reduction in tunnels due to dust raise and dust
production from wheel and road abrasion (gray bar in Figure 5).

Figure 4: Pfändertunnel, existing bore, 1980

Figure 5: Pfändertunnel, new bore, 2012

Ventilation schemes for normal operation, unidirectional traffic
Various ventilation configurations allow supplying fresh air to a tunnel during normal operation. For
unidirectional traffic and in regard to long tunnels, a qualitative comparison and evaluation is drawn up
in Table 2 for some standard solutions. Injector or Saccardo systems, as installed in the Pfändertunnel
outside of the traffic space, are easy to maintain, but allow balancing only rather weak pressure
differences between the heads. This limitation can be overcome using jet fans instead, although there
number can become quite important (Mont Blanc tunnel: 76 jet fans). The fresh air flow rate, however,
is limited keeping in mind that an air speed of 10 m/s generally must not be exceeded. For a typically
2
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cross section of 50 m , this signifies a maximum flow rate of 500 m /s with a purely longitudinal
system. If the traffic volume or composition requires a higher fresh air supply rate, air exchanger
stations may be integrated, connecting the tunnel to the exterior by supply and exhaust shafts. In
terms of safety, longitudinal ventilation systems perform well as they provide favorable initial
conditions with airflow already been established in the sense of traffic.
Full transverse ventilation systems can also be applied but are expensive in terms of CAPEX and
OPEX. In return they give high operational flexibility as bidirectional traffic can be managed, too, and,
5

if necessary, the design can take a very high traffic volume into account. Furthermore they guarantee
rapid reaction in case of fire, as the running exhaust fans are highly responsive. The integration of jet
fans (necessary to balance pressure differences and to control flow velocity), on the other hand, is
usually very difficult due to the limited clearance below the false ceiling.
Semi-transverse systems are not considered for the present unidirectional traffic configurations, as
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Table 2: Qualitative evaluation of ventilation schemes - normal operation, unidirectional traffic.
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Ventilation schemes for normal operation, bidirectional traffic
A similar comparison is shown in Table 3 for bidirectional traffic. As in the previous chapter, a full
transverse system is the most expensive one, but for long tunnels and for this traffic situation it is the
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Table 3: Qualitative evaluation of ventilation schemes - normal operation, bidirectional traffic.
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The other depicted systems, being either semi-transverse or longitudinal with point extraction, suffer
from high air velocities which, in case of fire, may prevent smoke stratification and may lead to a rapid
smoke spread over an important length before the smoke extraction system is fully operative.

EMERGENCY VENTILATION
Ventilation scheme, unidirectional traffic
If motorists are likely to be located upstream of the fire - as it is the case for uncongested,
unidirectional traffic - smoke can be efficiently controlled by producing a longitudinal velocity greater
than the critical velocity in the direction of traffic flow to prevent backlayering (Figure 6). This system
may be combined with a smoke extraction system downstream of the fire location, being realized
either with dampers in the ceiling or point extraction facilities.

Figure 6: Longitudinal smoke expulsion

Ventilation scheme, bidirectional traffic
However, if motorists must be expected upstream and downstream of the fire in case of bidirectional
traffic, smoke stratification shall not be disturbed keeping the air velocity low and the smoke must be
extracted in a concentrated manner from the fire zone, employing remote controlled dampers (Figure
7). In addition, an air velocity control system is needed to keep the velocity zero-point within the
extraction zone (typically jet fans or a supply/exhaust system).

Smoke extraction through dampers

Figure 7: Concentrated smoke extraction
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Regulatory requirements
An overview of some national standards and guidelines is given in Table 4. For long bidirectional
tunnels, smoke extraction systems are consistently required in all considered countries.
Country
(alphabetic order)

Austria

Configuration for
long unidirectional
tunnels

Configuration for
long bidirectional
tunnels

Design fire
size

Smoke
extraction
capacity (cross
2
section 50 m )

Smoke extraction
through dampers

Smoke extraction
through dampers

30 MW

120 m /s

Longitudinal with
point extraction
every 5 km or
smoke extraction
through dampers

Smoke extraction
through dampers

30 (200) MW

Point extraction:

3

RVS 09.02.31 [4]
France
Appendix 2, 200660 [3]

3

200-250 m /s
Through
dampers:
3

120 m /s
Germany
RABT 2006 [2]

Longitudinal with
point extraction
every 2 km or
smoke extraction
through dampers

Smoke extraction
through dampers

30-100 MW

Point extraction:
3

225 m /s
Through
dampers:
3

120 - 300 m /s
Italy

3

Smoke extraction
through dampers

Smoke extraction
through dampers

30-200 MW

200-250 m /s

Smoke extraction
through dampers

Smoke extraction
through dampers

30 MW

165-200 m /s

Longitudinal or
with extraction

Smoke extraction

According to
vehicle types

According to
design
calculations

ANAS 2009 [5]
Switzerland

3

ASTRA 13 001 [1]
USA
NFPA 502 [6]
FHWA [7]
Table 4: Comparison of national requirements for long road tunnels.
For unidirectional traffic situations, however, the situation is more heterogeneous. In France, Germany
and the USA, longitudinal ventilation systems may be applied even to long road tunnels, although the
length of smoke invaded segments must usually be bounded by appropriately located point extraction
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facilities. On the other hand, in countries like Switzerland, Austria and Italy smoke extraction facilities
through dampers are required in unidirectional tunnels of great length.

TRANSALPINE TUNNELS
Ventilation related main data of some exemplary transalpine tunnels is resumed in Table 5. The
existing bores of these tunnels all date from the second part of last century and are of bidirectional
type, as economic mechanical tunnel boring was not yet state of the art. Consequently, all these
structures have originally been equipped with full traverse ventilation systems. However, in normal
operation, only the Gotthard tunnel is currently operated in this manner. The air supply systems of the
Gran San Bernardo and the San Bernardino tunnels have been completely removed in the mean-time,
whereas both the Fréjus and the Mont Blanc tunnel are currently ventilated in a semi-transverse
supply manner.
Road Tunnel

Year

Type

Ventilation / velocity control

Fréjus tunnel

1980 / 2015

bidirectional,
possibly
unidirectional from
2015

(semi-) transverse/ longitudinal

12.9 km

4 stations
velocity control: supply/exhaust,
second tube 75 jet fans

Mont Blanc tunnel

1965

bidirectional

11.6 km
Gotthard tunnel

velocity control: 76 jet fans
1980 / ∼2030

16.9 km

Gran San Bernardo

1964

bidirectional /
unidirectional from
2030

transverse/ 6 stations

bidirectional

semi-transverse / 4 stations

5.8 km
San Bernardino

(semi-) transverse/ 2 stations

velocity control: supply/exhaust

velocity control: none yet
1967

bidirectional

6.6 km

semi-transverse / 4 stations
velocity Control: jet fans

Table 5: List of exemplary transalpine road tunnels.
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CASE STUDIES
Two important transalpine tunnels – the Gotthard and the Fréjus tunnel – will be studied in more detail
in the following chapters, focusing especially and the air velocity control systems.
Gotthard road tunnel
The main data of the Gotthard tunnel is resumed in Table 6. In fact, the Gotthard tunnel is the longest
road tunnel in the Alps and one of the longest road tunnels worldwide. Its traffic load is very important,
exceeding 6 million vehicles per year.
Typology

Single bore, bidirectional traffic

Length

16.9 km

Slope

+1.40% / -0.30% (delta height heads 66 m)

Traffic space cross section

40/42 m

Safety exits

73 (every 250 m)

Daily traffic volume

17’000 vehicles (∼15% trucks)

Ventilation system

Full traversal, 23 axial fans (power up to 2.9 MW)

Ventilation stations

total of 6, thereof 4 underground

Dampers

178 (every 96 m)

Air velocity control

PID controlled air supply/extraction in ventilation segments
away from the fire.

2

Table 6: Gotthard road tunnel main data.
The ventilation system is depicted in Figure 8. The tunnel is divided into 5 ventilation segments and
disposes of air supply and air exhaust ducts above the traffic space, the latter equipped with remote
controlled dampers each 96 m. The longest ventilation segment has a length exceeding 5 km because
of the important mountain coverage, reason why the ventilation ducts in the southern part of the tunnel
are much larger than in the north. For this long segment, the two connected air supply ventilators have
an electrical power of 2.9 MW each.
In case of fire, two exhaust fans at each side of the concerned ventilation segment extract smoke
3

through 3 open dampers with total flow rates between about 200 and 400 m /s. Just after fire alert, an
air velocity control system is furthermore activated (Figure 9), which supplies and/or extracts air away
from the fire affected segment. This system uses real time anemometry data of the tunnel to adjust the
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supply and exhaust flow rates continuously in a closed loop (PID controller) and thus allows to position
the zero-point of velocity quickly within the fire zone and to maintain it there stably even though
pressure conditions may alter (due to rescue team traffic, fire buoyancy etc).

Figure 8: Gotthard road tunnel ventilation scheme and cross sections (north and south).

Clearly, this control system can not be operated in normal operation – as it increases air speed
towards the heads to create balancing pressure loss – which means that air velocity control in regular
operation is currently not possible in the Gotthard road tunnel. In case of asymmetric traffic volumes
and/or important meteorological pressure differences between the heads, rather important air
velocities may be thus induced into the tunnel bore, consequently affecting initial fire conditions.
In June 2012, the Swiss government has decided to start the design phase for a second bore of the
Gotthard tunnel with the objective to increase notably the motorist safety changing to unidirectional
traffic and secondly to allow a thorough renovation of the existing bore. A preliminary studies
considers a conventional transverse ventilation system for the new bore, in accordance with Swiss
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standards.
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Figure 9: Gotthard road tunnel air velocity control by air supply/extraction.

Fréjus road tunnel
The French/Italian Fréjus tunnel is quite similar to the Gotthard tunnel and disposes of 3 ventilation
segments and 2 underground ventilation stations as well as 2 stations at its heads (Table 7). The
current normal operation ventilation mode is of the semi-transverse supply type, which means that
quite high pressure levels of around 1000 Pa can be reached in the tunnel center and air velocity in
the bore may be up to 8 m/s in proximity of the heads. As in the Gotthard tunnel, also in the Fréjus
tunnel the air velocity can not be controlled in regular operation. This means that in case of high
meteorological pressure differences, preventive measures are taken by the operator including for
instance the reduction of the traffic volume.
In case of fire, a supply/exhaust control system is activated to control the air velocity in a manner to
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position the zero-point of velocity in the extraction zone, which extends over 4 open dampers (circa
400 m). This control system is of open-loop kind and applies predefined ventilation scenarios in
function of the fire position and the actually measured barometrical pressure difference (Figure 10).
Studies are currently ongoing to upgrade this system into a closed-loop kind.
nd

Typology

Today single bore, bidirectional traffic, 2 bore (safety
gallery) under construction, which will be possibly operated
with unidirectional traffic.

Length

12.9 km

Slope

+0.54% (delta height heads 70 m)

Traffic space cross section

49 m

Safety exits

34 (every 350 m, under construction)

Daily traffic volume

5’000 vehicles (∼50% trucks)

Ventilation system existing bore

Full traversal, 24 axial fans

Ventilation system second bore

Longitudinal with jet fans and point extraction

Ventilation stations

total of 4, thereof 2 underground

Dampers

98 (every 130 m)

Air velocity control existing bore

Air supply/extraction in ventilation segments away from the
fire.

Air velocity control second bore

Jet fans, closed loop PID controlled

2

Table 7: Fréjus road tunnel main data.
A safety gallery is currently being constructed and expected to be available from 2015. The project of
this gallery has evolved constantly in the design phase, resulting actually in an 8 m diameter second
bore, which possibly may be transformed into a second tunnel with unidirectional traffic on a single
lane in order to significantly improve the safety of the motorist without increasing the actual capacity of
the tunnel. The decision of the inter-governmental committee in this regard is actually expected for
mid-october 2012.
The safety gallery / second tube will be equipped with a longitudinal ventilation system composed of
75 jet fans and 2 point extraction facilities connected to the two existing exhaust air shafts. Thus, in
case of fire, the smoke is pushed in the direction of traffic at a velocity above the critical velocity, which
– in case of a dangerous goods truck fire of up to 200 MW – thus assumes a value of 4 m/s. In the
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meantime the closest downstream point extraction ventilator is activated at a maximum distance of
about 4 km, thus keeping the overwhelming part of the tunnel free from smoke and potential damage
to the structure (Figure 11).

Bidirectional traffic

≈130 m3/s

France
(high pressure)

Italy
(low pressure)

Tunnel

Gallery

Figure 10: Fréjus road tunnel emergency scenario in existing bore (bidirectional traffic).

Italy

France

180 m3/s

0 m3/s

Figure 11: Fréjus road tunnel emergency scenario in second bore (unidirectional traffic hypothesis).
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RESUME
•

Today, emergency ventilation requirements are often more design relevant than sanitary ones, as
the fresh air needs decreased significantly over the last decades.

•

Long bidirectional tunnels generally must have transverse ventilation systems. In the second part
of the last century, transverse systems were thus the traditional solution applied to transalpine
tunnels constructed as single bore structures at that time because of high excavation costs.

•

For long unidirectional tunnel bores with low to moderate traffic, longitudinal ventilation schemes
may be applied today in countries like France and Germany. In fact, efficient mechanized tunnel
boring renders nowadays safe double-bore tunnel configurations attractive even for long tunnels.

•

Air velocity control is essential in long tunnels and can be achieved either with jet fans or with air
supply/extraction systems away from the fire segment. Jet fans are particularly adapted as they
allow for air velocity control also in normal operation.
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